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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A recirculated tracer test was performed in the fractured Culebra Dolomite aquifer at the
Gnome Site, New Mexico in March 1963. The tritium data collected during the tracer test and
from long-term monitoring of the local wells were used in conjunction with a numerical
groundwater flow and transport model to further characterize the hydraulic properties of the
aquifer and to determine if the injected tritium was the primary source of tritium found in the
long-term monitoring.

MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) was used to simulate the groundwater flow
conditions during the tracer test experiment. The model was calibrated to the observed
drawdown (11 m) in the pumping well. A transmissivity value of 14 m2 day1 was found to
effectively simulate the observed flow conditions.

MT3D (Papadopulos and Associates, 1992) was used to simulate the transport of
radionuclides during a recirculating tracer test experiment. The observed tritium concentrations
were used to calibrate the transport model by adjusting the porosity and longitudinal dispersivity.
An excellent agreement between the observed and simulated tritium concentrations was met
with aporosity of 0.115 and dispersivity of 24 m. This calibrated model was then used to simulate
regional flow conditions following the tracer test experiment. A reasonable agreement was met
between the simulated and observed long-term tritium concentrations when a regional gradient
of 4.2 x 10"4 was used. There is considerable uncertainty in the regional gradient estimate, but
the simulated value was within the reported range. Due to the uncertain water level
measurements near the Gnome site, it is recommended that the wellheads be surveyed and the
current water levels and aquifer gradient be obtained. This additional hydraulic information is
critical to the understanding of the groundwater flow and transport in this region. If the true
gradient can be approximated by the simulated value of 4.2 x 10"4, then the tritium (18.5 Ci)
injected during the tracer test experiment is most likely the only source that was found during
the long-term monitoring.

It should be noted that the assumptions used in this modeling study may not represent the
true aquifer conditions. The flow and transport model used "effective" parameters to represent
the heterogeneous domain. These "effective" parameters were found by numerical inverse
procedures and may not represent the aquifer system with enough certainty to simulate
long-term flow and transport. Specifically, the dispersivity parameter was estimated for an
induced hydraulic gradient imposed by the pumping and injection wells and may not represent
the aquifer under ambient flow conditions used in the long-term simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

A radionuclide tracer test was conducted in 1963 by the U.S. Geological Survey at the Project
Gnome underground nuclear test site, approximately 40 km southeast of Carlsbad, New Mexico.
The tracer study was carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
to study the transport behavior of radionuclides in fractured rock aquifers. The Culebra Dolomite
was chosen for the test because it was considered to be a reasonable analogue of the fractured
carbonate aquifer at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), the principal location of U.S. underground nuclear
tests.

Project Gnome was one of a small number of underground nuclear tests conducted by the AEC
at sites distant from the NTS. The Gnome device was detonated on December 10, 1961 in an
evaporite unit at a depth of 360 m below ground surface. Recently, the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) implemented an environmental restoration program to characterize, remediate, and close
these offsite nuclear test areas. An early step in this process is performance of a preliminary risk
analysis of the hazard posed by each site. The Desert Research Institute has performed preliminary
hydrologic risk evaluations for the groundwater transport pathway at Gnome (Earman et ai, in
press). That evaluation included the radioactive tracer test as a possible source because the test
introduced radionuclides directly into the Culebra Dolomite, which is the only aquifer at the site.

This report presents a preliminary evaluation of the radionuclide tracer test as a source for
radionuclide migration in the Culebra Dolomite. Movement of the radionuclide tracers during the
tracer test is numerically modeled to delineate the approximate distribution of tracers around the test
wells. This model is calibrated to the tritium breakthrough data produced during the original tracer
test. Radionuclide concentrations in the test wells following the tracer test are then simulated and
compared to monitoring data collected from these wells by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The results of this evaluation will assist in planning site characterization activities
and refining estimates of the radionuclide source for comprehensive models of groundwater
transport at the Gnome site.

Hydrogeologic Setting

The geology and hydrogeology of the Project Gnome site are described by Gard (1968),
Cooper (1962a), Cooper (1962b), and Cooper and Glanzman (1971). The Gnome site is located in
the northern portion of the Delaware Basin (Figure 1), which contains up to 5,550 m of sedimentary
rocks deposited in a Permian-age sea. The tracer test was conducted in the Culebra Dolomite
Member of the Rustler Formation.

The Culebra Dolomite lies approximately 156 m below ground surface and is the only aquifer
present at the Gnome site. Most groundwater movement within the Culebra occurs in fractures
(Cooper and Glanzman, 1971). The Culebra is approximately 10.4 m thick at the tracer site and
ranges between 9 and 12 m thick throughout the Delaware Basin (Gard, 1968). The remainder of
the Rustler Formation consists primarily of gypsum and anhydrite and generally has very low
hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 1. Setting of the Gnome site in the northern Delaware Basin (modified from Lappin, 1988, p. 2).



Groundwater in the Culebra flows in a westward or southwestward direction from the site and
is thought to be discharged at the Pecos River (Cooper and Glanzman, 1971).

Tracer Test Description

The tracer test was designed to collect the breakthrough data necessary to estimate values of
the dispersion coefficient (dispersivity) and effective porosity of the Culebra Dolomite using a
method presented by Grove and Beetem (1971). This information was desirable for improving the
understanding and prediction of radionuclide transport in a fractured-rock aquifer similar to
carbonate aquifers present at the NTS (Beetem and Angelo, 1964).

Grove and Beetem (1971) provide the theoretical development for the two-well recirculating
tracer test. In this test, one well discharges from the aquifer and the second well injects the water
pumped from the first at the same rate to create a steady-state flow field between the wells. The
authors suggest that injecting a tracer into the steady-state flow field via the injection well,
measuring tracer concentrations at the discharge well, and then comparing the measured tracer
breakthrough to analytically simulated breakthrough curves can provide estimates of the dispersion
coefficient and the effective porosity of the aquifer. It should be noted, however, that this type of
tracer test is conducted not under the ambient hydraulic gradient of the aquifer but under the induced
hydraulic gradient caused by the pumping and injection wells. Therefore, the parameters estimated
from this technique may not represent the aquifer under ambient flow conditions.

The design and operation of the tracer test is described by Beetem and Angelo (1964). Two
wells were constructed: injection well USGS#8 is approximately 915 m west of Project Gnome
ground zero and discharge well USGS#4 is 38 m due west of USGS#8. Deviation from the vertical
in USGS#4 caused the wells to be separated by approximately 55 m in the Culebra. Both wells are
uncased throughout the 10.4-m thickness of the Culebra. A 15.24-cm-diameter steel pipe connecting
the two wells provided for recirculation of the groundwater and tracers from the discharge well to
injection well. In the first phase of the test (February 9-15, 1963), the discharge well was pumped
at 168 L/min until the discharge and recharge pressure responses indicated that flow conditions
between the wells were approaching steady state. Unknown quantities of the conservative tracers
tritium and fluorescein were then added to the injection line to determine their dilution factors, and
pumping continued for seven days while samples were collected from the discharge line. The pump
was shut off and fluid pressures allowed to recover for two weeks prior to the initiation of the second
phase of testing. The pump was started for the second phase on February 21,1963, and steady-state
conditions reestablished, followed by the addition of slugs of 18.5 Ci of 3H, 10 Ci of 137Cs, 10 Ci
of 90Sr, and 4 Ci of 131I to the injection line. Pumping continued for 16 days while samples were
collected from the discharge line.

The test was terminated on March 9, 1963, after the breakthrough curves were considered to
be sufficiently developed for the analysis. Subsequent to the test, the discharge/injection pipe system
was dismantled, the pump in USGS#4 was pulled, and the surface area cleaned up (Beetem and
Angelo, 1964). However, no records are available that describe efforts to remediate the Culebra
dolomite and the radioactive tracers therein. This study takes a conservative approach and assumes



that the tracers were not removed after the test and, therefore, were free to be transported by
groundwater.

METHODOLOGY

Model Description

Two numerical models were used to simulate the groundwater flow and radionuclide transport
within the Culebra Dolomite aquifer at the Gnome Site. The primary objective was to simulate
radionuclide transport during and subsequent to the recirculating tracer test experiment that was
performed in March 1963. First, MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988) was used to
simulate the hydraulic head distribution and flow velocities given certain aquifer parameters such
as transmissivity, regional hydraulic head gradient and pumping rates. Once completed, the output
from the flow simulation was used as input in the transport simulation. MT3D (Papadopulos and
Associates, 1992) was used to solve the advection and dispersion equation to simulate radionuclide
contaminant transport.

Immediately before the tracer test the flow system was assumed to be in steady state with no
pumping. The tracer test was simulated by applying the injection from well USGS#8 (241.9 m3 day"1)
and the pumping well (241.9 m3 day"1) (Grove and Beetem, 1971). Field observations indicated that
the aquifer reached equilibrium conditions within minutes of the onset of pumping. As such, two
separate steady-state simulations were used to simulate the conditions of the second tracer test (16 days)
and the regional flow conditions afterward. MODFLOW was used to simulate steady-state groundwater
flow in a confined aquifer, which can be described by the partial-differential equation:

where i and j indicate x or y spatial coordinates, Kxx and Kyy [m day" * ] are the horizontal components
of aquifer hydraulic conductivity, qs is a volumetric flux per unit volume of aquifer and represents
sources and/or sinks of water [day"1] and h is the hydraulic head [m]. The Culebra Dolomite aquifer
was simulated with one layer (i.e., two-dimensional) and was discretized into 40,000 (5 x 5 m) finite
difference elements. The east and west boundaries were simulated as Type 3 head-dependent (Type
3) boundaries to effectively represent the observed regional head gradient. Groundwater flow across
head-dependent (Type 3) flow boundaries is proportional to the difference in hydraulic head at a
point exterior to the boundary. The conductance is defined as (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988):

CB = ^ (2)

where CB is the hydraulic conductance across the boundary [m2 day"1], K is the horizontal hydraulic
conductivity [m day"1], A is the area of the face of the section adjacent to the head-dependent flow
boundary [m2] and L is the distance from the edge of the model to the location of the head dependent
flow boundary [m]. Because the primary regional flow direction is from east to west, the north and
south boundaries were assumed to be no-flow boundaries. Figure 2 shows the general model domain
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and boundary conditions in relation to the local wells at the Gnome site. The size of the model
domain (1000 x 1000 m) was set such that boundary effects would not influence the simulated
results. The fractured nature of the Culebra aquifer is not a traditional homogenous porous medium,
but it was assumed to behave as a homogenous unit at the scale of the simulation. As such, an
effective transmissivity was estimated using a "trial and error" calibration. The transmissivity was
adjusted until the simulated drawdown was in agreement with the observed drawdown (11 m) at the
pumping well. The sensitivity of the flow simulation to the regional gradient and effective
transmissivity was evaluated. The regional flow simulation after the tracer test was constructed with
a regional gradient of 4.2 x 10"4 and no pumping. There was considerable uncertainty in the regional
gradient estimate, so the sensitivity of the transport solution was tested with a range of regional
gradients (2.3 x 10"3 - 4.2 x 10"4).

The radionuclide transport was simulated with MT3D, which can be described by the partial
differential equation:

where C is the concentration of the radionuclide dissolved in groundwater [pCi L"1], C is the
concentration of the radionuclide sorbed on the porous medium [g g"1], t is time [days], Xj is the
distance along the respective Cartesian coordinate axis [m], Vj is the linear pore water velocity [m
day"l ], qs is the volumetric flux of water per unit volume of aquifer representing sources and/or sinks
[day1], Cs is the concentration of the sources or sinks [pCi L"1 ], 8 is the porosity of the porous
medium [dimensionless], and Dy is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient [m2 day1] defined as:

Dxx = aL^2i + a>rH_y + D * (4)

v2 v2

yy Llvl mlvl
VXVy

Dxy = Dyx = (aL - a T H ) - ^ j - (6)

where CCL is the longitudinal dispersivity [m] and CXTH is the transverse dispersivity (m), D* is the
molecular diffusion coefficient [m2 day1]. The molecular diffusion is inconsequential at the
velocities simulated and as such was assumed to be zero for all simulations. The term Ivl is defined
as:

Ivl = (vx + v2) (7)

The chemical reaction terms in Equation (3) are defined as: X is the first-order rate constant
used to simulate radioactive decay. The rate constant is usually given in terms of the half-life:

where tj/2 is the half-life of the radionuclide.



The retardation factor (R) [dimensionless] in Equation (3) for a linear isotherm is:

R = 1 + y Kd (20)

where Qb is the bulk density of the aquifer material [g m"3] and K<i is the distribution coefficient
[m3g"']. Due to the radionuclides being simulated in activity concentrations [pCi L"1 ], the
dimensionless retardation factor was input directly. Previous laboratory experiments have shown
that 3H does not sorb onto the Culebra Dolomite (Janzer et al, 1962; Lynch and Dosch, 1980:
Pearson etai, 1987).

MT3D was used to simulate the recirculation of radionuclides from the pumping well into the
injection well. A mass-balance algorithm was included as:

QinjCpump + QtrCtr

Q ^

where Cjnj is the concentration of the injection tracer well [pCi L'1 ], CpUmp is the concentration at
the pumping well [pCi L'1 ], Ctr is the concentration of the tracer injection fluid [pCi L"1 ], Qjnj is
the volumetric injection rate at the injection well [m3 day"1], Qtr is the volumetric flow rate of the
tracer flow line [m3 day1] and Qtot = Qtr + Qinj-The pumping lasted at total of 16 days, while the
tracer was injected for only 7.76 days (Grove and Beetem, 1971).

Modeling Procedure

The following lists the modeling procedure during and subsequent to the tracer test experiment:

1. Calibrate MODFLOW simulation during tracer test using one homogeneous
transmissivity value (transmissivity = [hydraulic conductivity] [aquifer thickness] [=]
m2 day"1).

2. Use the output (hydraulic heads and flow velocities) from the calibrated MODFLOW
model as input to the MT3D transport simulator to calculate tritium transport during
tracer test. Next, a global parameter search was used to estimate the porosity and
longitudinal dispersivity such that a reasonable agreement between the observed and
simulated tritium breakthrough curves at USGS#4 was achieved.

3. Verify the calibrated transport simulation by simulating regional flow conditions
following the tracer test. Verification was achieved by comparing the long-term transport
simulation with observed tritium concentrations at the USGS#4 and USGS#8 wells.

4. Perform sensitivity analysis of the long-term tritium transport simulation with regional
gradient.

The calibration of the hydraulic system near the Gnome site during the tracer test was
performed by adjusting the aquifer transmissivity until the simulated drawdown at USGS#4
(pumping well) was within 1 % of the observed value of 11 m. This "calibrated" flow simulation was
used as input to the transport model.



The transport model (MT3D) required additional parameters with the effective porosity and
dispersivity typically being the most important in terms of simulated concentrations. These
parameters were not known; therefore, both parameters were adjusted in regular increments and for
each combination of values the simulated breakthrough curve at USGS#4 was compared with the
observed values. To quantify the error between measured and observed breakthroughs a root mean
squared error was used as:

-.0.5

RMSE = 1 Wr 1 _ r> \2
n

(22)

where Cs and Cm are the simulated and measured relative tritium concentrations at time /, respectively,
and n is the number of measured concentrations. The combination of porosity and dispersivity values
that yield the minimum RMSE are assumed to be the "best-fit" parameter values. These "best-fit" values
were used in the long-term simulation to predict the migration of the tritium downgradient.

The verification simulation was performed to ascertain the validity of the calibrated flow and
transport models and to determine if the tracer test was in fact the sole source of tritium that was
observed in USGS#8 and USGS#4 during the period of 1971 to 1992. MODFLOW was used to
simulate the regional flow conditions following the tracer test with no pumping. All calibrated
values from the tracer test simulation were used for this simulation. MT3D was used with the initial
conditions supplied from tracer test simulation. The regional head-gradient was not known, so a
range of gradients (2.3 x 10~3 to 4.2 x 10"4) was used (Cooper and Glanzman, 1971).

RESULTS

Flow Model Simulation During the Tracer Test

The hydraulic head distribution for the Culebra Dolomite aquifer during the tracer test is shown
in Figure 3. The "best-fit" transmissivity value was 14.0 m2 day"1. Table 2 shows the sensitivity of
the head drawdown to aquifer transmissivity and regional gradient. The simulated drawdown is
highly sensitive to transmissivity but much less so to the regional gradient.

TABLE 2. GNOMEGROUNDWATERMODELINGSENSITT/ITYANALYSISFORTHETRACER
TEST SIMULATION.

Transmissivity Injection Mound Drawdown
(m2/day) (m) (m)

Gradient = 2.3 x 10"3

7.0 22.25 21.90
14.0 11.13 10.95
28.0 5.57 5.48
43.6 3.58 3.52

Gradient = 5.0 x 10—*
7.0 22.24 21.90

14.0 11.12 10.94
28.0 5.56 5.48
43.6 3.57 3.51
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Transport Model During the Tracer Test

There is considerable uncertainty in the available tritium breakthrough data. Two breakthrough
curves were found for the tracer test experiment. One is available from Grove and Beetem (1971)
with tritium concentration in relative units. An assumption had to be made on what concentration
(Co) these data were relative to. Typically, the relative concentration is the maximum concentration
of the injection well. Assuming 18.5 Ci of injected tritium and 7.76 days of injection at a rate of 241.9
m3 day'1, the assumed maximum concentration is 9.85 x 106 pCi I/1 . The second available
breakthrough curve was a hand-drawn breakthrough curve from the records obtained from the
USGS (D. Wood, personal communication, 1996). These data were presented in radioactive counts
min"1 which were then converted to actual tritium concentrations [pCi I / 1 ] . The curves are slightly
different in terms of timing and magnitude, so two model calibrations were performed. The
"best-fit" simulation for the relative tritium breakthrough data reported by Grove and Beetem (1971)
is shown in Figure 4. The "best-fit" parameters are 0 = 0.115 and a.^ = 24.0 m. The sensitivity of
the solution (RMSE of observed versus simulated tritium breakthrough) is shown for porosity and
dispersivity in Figure 5. The plot of RMSE versus porosity and dispersivity suggests a rather unique
fit which adds confidence in this model for use as a predictive tool at the scale of the test.

The "best-fit" simulation for the hand-drawn tritium breakthrough data is shown in Figure 6.
The parameters which provided the "best-fit" are: 0 = 0.110 and <XL= 26.0 m. The sensitivity of the
solution (RMSE of observed versus simulated tritium breakthrough) is shown for porosity and
dispersivity in Figure 7. The plot of RMSE versus porosity and dispersivity shows a less unique fit
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Figure 4. The "best-fit" simulation for the relative tritium breakthrough data (Grove and Beetem, 1971).
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than the calibrated simulation using the relative concentration data and the visual fit is clearly not
as good. This simulation shows significantly earlier breakthrough than the relative data. Due to the
relative concentration data being obtained from a peer-reviewed journal and that the hand-drawn
data could not be verified by the original researchers, the "best-fit" parameters from the relative
concentration simulation (0 = 0.115 and CIL= 24.0 m) were used for the long-term simulations.

Figure 8 shows the areal distribution of tritium in the Culebra Dolomite aquifer after the 16-day
tracer test (March, 1963) for the 4.2 x 10'4 gradient solution. All of the tritium mass is injected during
the first 7.76 days of the tracer test with recirculation beginning as soon as the tritium is captured
by the pumping well (USGS#4). The tritium transport during the tracer test is dominated by radial
flow away from the injection well with some of the plume being drawn into the pumping well. The
pumping well extends the nearly symmetric plume toward the west. After termination of the tracer
test, the aquifer is assumed to return to the regional flow condition as shown in Figure 9. The
maximum tritium concentration at day 16 of the tracer test is 2.45 x 106pCiL"1 and by 1993 it was
2.40 x 106pCiL-1.

Long-Term Flow Model Simulation

The flow and transport parameters for the long-term flow simulation were the same as the
tracer test, but pumping was not included. The aquifer was assumed to reach steady-state conditions
immediately after pumping ceased. The hydraulic head distribution for the long-term flow

12
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simulation with a regional gradient of 4.2 x 10"4 is shown in Figure 9. The regional flow gradient
was assumed to be due west. The assumption of a constant hydraulic conductivity field yields a
constant gradient.

Long-Term Transport Model Simulation

The parameters from the calibrated (relative concentration) simulation were used to simulate
the tritium transport 30 years (1963 -1993) beyond the tracer test experiment assuming no pumping
and a constant regional gradient. Observation data were available in the USGS#4 and USGS #8
wells. The observation data were used to assess the simulation results and to ascertain the possibility
of another tritium source, possibly from the Gnome underground nuclear test.

The tritium breakthrough curves for the observed and simulated tritium concentration
(Gradient = 4.2 x 10"4 ) for USGS#4 and USGS#8 are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the
observed and simulated tritium activities for a simulated regional gradient of 2.3 x 10'3. Neither
simulation is in excellent agreement with the observed values, but the lower gradient (4.2 x 10"4)
solution is much closer to the observed values, especially at late times. The larger gradient
simulation has a much smaller tritium concentration magnitude for the entire simulation. These two
simulations show a strong dependence of tritium transport on the regional gradient. It is important
to note that this is a verification simulation. The calibration values from the tracer test simulation
were used for this long-term simulation. The model parameters could have been adjusted to "fit"
the long-term observations, but then the predictive capability of the model would not have been
tested. Considering the simplifying assumptions of a homogeneous aquifer, the agreement between
the small gradient solution and observed tritium values is quite good.

If the small gradient solution is accepted as a good representation of reality, then the tracer test
can be considered the only source of tritium in the USGS#4 and USGS#8 wells. There is some
uncertainty with the model, therefore, there is some uncertainty in this conclusion.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Radionuclide transport during and subsequent to a 16-day recirculating tracer test was
simulated. The flow simulation was calibrated to the observed drawdown of 11 m. The transport
simulation was calibrated to the observed tritium breakthrough in the USGS#4 well. An excellent
agreement (RMSE = 6 x 10"3 in relative concentration units) was met between the observed and
simulated tritium breakthrough curve. A second simulation was performed on another less-certain
breakthrough curve that was made available by the USGS (Wood, personal communication, 1996).
The simulated breakthrough curve did not perform as well for this secondary data set, but the
calibrated values were similar to the original calibration simulation. Due to the uncertainty in the
second breakthrough data set, the "best-fit" parameters (0 = 0.115 and CXL= 24.0) from the first
calibration simulation were used in the long-term simulations.

A long-term simulation was performed to calculate the tritium migration 30 years after the
tracer test. The simulated tritium breakthrough curves at the USGS#4 and USGS#8 wells were
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compared against observed values. A range of values was used for this long-term simulation because
there was considerable uncertainty in the regional gradient. The simulated tritium breakthrough
curve for the large gradient (2.3 x 10"3) simulation underestimated the tritium concentration at all
times. Using the lower range of the regional gradient (4.2 x 10"4), the simulated breakthrough curves
were in general agreement with the observed values. The lower regional gradient is within the range
published by Cooper and Glanzman (1971) near the tracer test. The lack of accurate water level
measurements causes considerable uncertainty in these long-term simulation results.

Assuming that the lower gradient solution is correct, the tracer test is most likely the sole source
of tritium found in the monitoring wells. If the larger gradient is closer to reality, then there is a
possibility that the source term is larger than assumed. A survey of the wellhead elevations, water
levels and regional gradients is necessary to support these conclusions.

Another factor which influences radionuclide transport is aquifer heterogeneity. Heterogeneity
was not accounted for in any of the flow or transport simulations. In reality, the Culebra Dolomite
aquifer is fractured, which causes significant spatial variability. This is accounted for by the large
dispersivity (24 m). It should be noted that the uniform values used herein are merely "effective"
parameters and that the introduction of spatial variability can influence the transport behavior.
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